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Abstract

A low noise, wide bandwidth preamplifier and
signal processing filter war* developed for high count-
ing rata proportional countara. The flltar conalata
of an eight p»le Gaussian inttgrator with symmetrical
weighting function and continuously variable shaping
time, -a, of 8 na to 50 aa (FWHM) praeadad by a second
order pole/zero circuit which cancel* the long (1/t)
tails of the chamber signals. The preamplifier la an
optimized common base input design with 2 asec rise
tine and an equivalent noise input charge of < 2000 ras
electrons, when connected to a chamber with 10 pF ca-
pacitance and at a filtering time, TJt of 10 ns.

Introduction

The signal processing filter described here realizes,
by use of a low noise preamplifier, a shortening filter
and a 3emi-Gaussian integrator, high counting rate
performance for gaa proportional detectors at ainiaua
signal charge or avalanche size. The ability to oper-
ate at modest avalanche gain enhances tha high rate
performance by reducing space charge effects, plus* all
the usual advantages of ease of operation and long:
chamber life.

realized by a second order pole/zero shortening filter.
The jhaplng time of the first lobe is related to the
time extent of the avalanche formation in the chamber
and the electronic noise. The second lobe shaping
constants are related only to the characteristic time
of the chamber, to. This response Is realized by a
cascaded second order pole/zero shortening filter and
a high .-.peed semi-Gaussian integrator.

The signal processing circuits described here were
first applied to the time expansion chamber"' Measure-
ments of rclacivistie rise by cluster counting,2 and
more recently by fine sampling3 techniques. There is
also a growing Interest in high rate position sensitive
detectors for dynamical studies in the biological sci-
ences^ and aa a diagnostic tool for the development cf
fusion machines.'

Shortening Filter

The signal arising from a point ionization entering
the avalanche region of the proportional coulter is ap-
proximated by the relationship,6

The operation of a detector at high counting rates
presumes an ability to resolve or recognize signals
which are closely spaced in time. The resolving time
of a proportional chamber is limited by several fac-
tors. The avalanche is extended in time by the diffuse
ionization cluster producing it and by other mechanisms
of the avalanche formation process. The signal current
we measure is a result of the motion of the ions pro-
duced in the avalanche ** they drift in the electric
field of the chamber. Approximate current and charge
waveforms for a point ionization entering the avalanche
region of a cylindrical geometry chamber" are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The important features of the charge
waveform for high counting rate applications are that
a substantial fraction of the signal charge is collected
in a short time, a few to, and that the signal current
continues for a long time (typically hundreds of tisec).
The characteristic chamber time constant, to, is of the
order of 1 ns. The first fact provides the basis for
high rate counting, i.e., that sufficient signal charge
relative to the electronic noise is collected in a short
time. The long "tail" of the signal, however, sends to
obscure the measurement of any following signals.

It is most convenient, (la tens of the high rate
measurement system which follows) to arrange the
weighting function of the signal processing filter so
that short duration unipolar signals result from the
chamber signals. The filter is optimized for high rate
application when the signal time width at the baa* line
is minimized for a given signal charge and electronic
noise. The filter described here has bipolar weighting
with leading lofco response of a continuously ajjuatable
semi-Gaussian integrator and a second negative lobe
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where ic(t) is the chamber current, Q* is the total
charge produced in the avalanche, a and b arc the anode
and cathode radii, to is given by [a%s(b/a)]/2 UpVo,
where lip is the positive ion mobility and Vo the anode
to cathode voltage and Is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Relation (1) provides a useful model of observed
chamber signals, except during the initial rise of the
current. An abrupt rise is not physically possible and
is limited here by the velocity saturation of the posi-
tive Ion nobility and other broadening terms, such aa
the time extent of the avalanche due to diffusion of
the primary ionlzatlon cluster.

From the point of view of filtering, it is useful
to view the chamber current signals as the response of
a linear network with impulse response,

(1 * t/to) •

to an input signal current, i»(t), with a resulting
output current.

icCt) * h(t) C3>

where * is the symbol for convolution and i a ( t ) la the
convolution of a l l broadening terms with the avalanche
signal, qn^Q/)

The output of the preamplifier, assuming negligible
broadening due to i t s response, i s

(*>
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where Up la ihe "transmit tsnce" of the preamplifier.

the signal Rp*ia(t) can, In principle, be recovered
by passing **• preaapllflcr signal through a Unea?
network with response f (e) which is the inverse of a(z%
i.e., f(t)*h(t) * 1. the response 2(t) can, for prac-
tical purposes, be realised by two cascaded poie/iero
networks.

the function h(t) must be decomposed into a *.sth-
eaatlcally tractable form if cite filter with response
f(t), which when convolued with h(t) gives a suitably
shortened response *(t), la to be found. For example,
a decoapoaltion into a SUB of faree exponential func-
tions provides a good approximation of h(t) and is a
desirable form for finding f(t).

h(t) s= e<t) >• A exp(-c/at,,)+B exp(-t/3co)-K: exp(-t/Yto)*

(5)

The suitability of die approximation obtained for
the listed values for A,B,C,a,3, and V is illustreted
in Fig. 2 uhere h(t)-e(t) is plotted.

Pole/Zero Shortening Filters

A pole/zero network is shown la Fig. 3. The
transfer function of this network la the Laplace dc
is given by,

Hi
•in

(6)

where T and k

The response of this network to the signal e(p) is

V- (p) - f,(p)'e{p)£1 l A ^ i +
O J i +

m _ L A

where T 7to ami k - 1.6.

Connecting together the chaster, preamplifier,
networks Si *cd f j , the output signal is

aw
Ihe calculated response of the chamber with response

h(t) - l/(l+t/to), chamber plus first shortening network
and chamber plus two shortening networks to * signal
i|(«> "(Q/to2) t exp(t/to) is illustrated in Fig*. 4(a),
(b), and (c), respectively.

High Speed Seai-Cauasian Shaping Amplifier

The semi-Gausaisu response is achieved by the well
known technique of cascading adjustable time constant
integrators. Eight integrators arc used here to provide
a nearly symmetrical response, the shaping tins of
Interest for high rate propartioual detector signals
require tiae constants as low as 1 nsec for each
Integrator.

The coupled adjustment of eight time constants
presents a formidable engineering and construction
problem if conventional coamon shaft switching or
trimming methods are used with circuits of this speed.
The aemi-Giusslan response is realized in an eight
pole cascaded integrator with fixed capacitors and
active resistors (bipolar transistors). The resistor
values and thereby the tiae constant of each integration
stage arc controlled by an adjustable bias current
common to all. Figur* 5 illustrates the basic integration
stage. The small slgsal Impedance seen looking into the
eaitter of the common besc transistor Q^ is to first
order resistive anc2 with re given by 25 av/

The transfer function of this
purely resistive input impedance.

:ircuit, assuming a

(7) (11)

The time constant, T, is adjusted for T » 3tQ,
cancelling the pole at -l/3to. The constant k is
adjusted so that all terms containing tlae constant
T/k add to zero. The cancellation of all terns in T/k
by adjustment of k is not a general property of the
network but relies on the fact that V » 3 » a. The
network response to die SUB of these three exponential
signals contains only teras with time constants Ctto and
Yto. Similarly, a second pole/zero network, with re-
sponse fjCt), can be added with constants adjusted so
that the only remaining terms contain tiae constant at0.

The response of the first pole/zero network to the
signal c(t) is

- .99 exp(-t/ato) •*• .01 exp(-t/vco) (3)

where T - 3to and k - 2.5,. and the output of the second
pole/zera network is

A-.79; a-1.6; B-.185; 3-13.5; C-.024; v - l i j .

describes an integrator with tlae constant T " Crc wnere
re 1* a linear function of the bias current. The aetbod
of cascading integrators is illustrated in the figure.
The output signal and bias currents of the first tran-
sistor are the inputs for the second stage and so on.

An analyais of a coaaon base integrator circuit,
which includes it* parasitic eleaents, reveal* that Cor
stability considerations the eaitter resistance aust be
kept large compared to the base spreading resistance.
This being the case, the description of the circuit
wist be aodifled only to include the contribution of
the diffusion plus juactiaa capacitances in the capac-
itor, C.

Figure 6 illustrates th* scbautlc diagram of the
shaping aapUfier. The first signal shortening filter
is Included at its input. Ihe se'-ood shortening filter
is approximated by the base line restorer of the output
aapllfler. The cascaded Integrator la foraed by tree-
alctora Q^-Q .̂ Th* bUc current ia controlled by the
potentiometer in Q, cmltttx circuit. The trensconductance
eapllfler, Qi,Q2» provide the input signal current for
the i.stagrstor. The output current of the final inte-
gration stage is coavereed to a voltage la *tu.
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baa* amplifier fotmtd by transistors Q n - Q u - Tsan-
siscarc Qx4-Qig form a high speed voltage amplifier7

with a wraparound baa* line restorer (Aj and Q )

Th* integrator signal currents art nominally ar-
ranged Co b« M M 11 compared to the blaa currant. Th«
response of th« circuit la basically contlnaac sine*
tha Inatantanaou* shaping claw la Inversely propor-
tional to th* tlgnal plus blaa currents. Large signal*
•f tha same tana* aa tha blaa currant art processed with
shorter shaping t£aa* Chan small signal*. Thl« may be
aa advantage for high rata counting applications In
term* of overload racovary. since all signals tend to
hav* th* saae time width at th* baaalln*. Ih« response
aoclineaelcy may not, however, b* generally desirable
and stay ltsd to difficulties in timing application*.

Baa* Preamplifier

A silicon bipolar transistor haa superior nois*
performance bacaut* of thatr higher available gain
bandwidth product than available JFET silicon tran-
sistors when used as the preamplifier input clamant
for high r»te proportional d«tectors. Although the
JFET-tranaistors have very low parallel noise compared
to bipolar devices and are thereby used to advantage at
long shaping tines for Si and Ge detectors, the shaping
times of interest here are very short placing more im-
portance on che contributions of the "series" noise
sources.

A coianon base input preamplifier circuit can be
ahown to have che same noise performance aa common
emitter configurations with the advantage of achieving
well defined gain and low input impedance without feed-
back connection. Ihis is an advantage for a high band-
width design in terms of the effect on the preamplifier's
stability of the detailed nature of the chamber imped-
ance and its connection* to the preamplifier.

The noise contributions of the input transistor of
a common base amplifier was daacrlbcd by Alberl et al.8

The -results of a detailed analyaia to be presented
elsewhere,9 which Includes the contribution* of second
stage noise, is used here in illustrating the opti-
mization of the preamplifier design.

Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of chc pre-
amplifier, the input transistor, Qj, along with Che
follower circuits Q2 and Q3> comprise the preamplifier.
The preamp output is connected to a second stage common
base amplifier, Q4, through a pole/zero network. For
noise considerations, Che collector and emitter load
resistor of Qj must be large. The pole/zero network
replaces the pole defined by Che relatively long time
constant of the Urge resistor and the capacitance at
che collector of Qj (~ 20 na) with a pole which haa a
shorter time constant. Th* circuit, whan properly
terminated, ha* a transreslttance of 19 kfl. The noise
performance of a preampllfler-datactor combination Is
illustrated by an expression of the nols* sources in
term* of the equivalent noise charge at the preamplifier
input. The contribution* of independent series and
parallel noise sources is expressed a* aa equivalent
noise charge, ENCtot»

 at *• P M i " P input by

EMC* (12)

where E3K and BtC are tue parallel and series con*
trlbutionf. '

" 1 2 "w(t)2<lt

where a. 1* che charge of die alectron, 1^ and I M
the firit and second stag* t ran list or base leakage
currant*, k is Boltsm*nm"a constant, T the absolute
temperature. B̂  and *V are the emitter amd collector
load r**istor* for the first stage, W(t) la the weight-
ing function of tb* filter. The aalttar resistance of
the flrac stage 1* r € l , where rej * I/mm cue transistor
transconductancc. TO is given by Che product r e l x CJJ,
where Cj. 1* the total capacitance at the inrut.

Th* relationship for Che parallel noise illustrates
th* important:* of selecting high beta transistors,
thereby minimizing th* leakage current* and of arranging
for large vclue collector and emitter load resistors for
the input element. The importance of a high gain band-
width translator in minimizing the series noise contri-
bution la evident in noting the contribution of the
transistor diffusion capacitance, C*, to the total in-
put capacitance. The diffusion capacitance is easily
shown to be given by the charge present in the tran-
sistor base which is proportional to the emitter current-
base transit time product. The base transit time is
what limit* the bandwidth of the device. The higher
the gain bandwidth product (the bandwidth measurement
most often provided by ch* transistor manufacturer),
at the emitter current of interest, che better the
performance. The input transistor emitter current can
be optimized with respect to the detector capacitance.
In th* optimal condition the device diffusion capaci-
tance equals che capacitance of the detector. Assi- .ing
large value resistors fo\ a^ and %, and a bigjh berj
for transistor Q2, a arisen in Che noiae is found with
respect col (j by

(15)

(16)

(17)

where *n - tu Jw'(t)
zdt

and t is the time width measure of the weighting
functron.

Result*

The Impulse response of the Gaussian filtsr-shortenine;
filter combination 1* illustrated In Fig. 8. The short-
ening filter constant* are set quite long here to better
illustrate the highly symmetrical firat lobe of the Gaus-
sian Integrator and th* second Lobe of the shortening
filter. Figure * Illustrates th* paired pulse impulse
response of the filter, with shortening filter removed,
as compared to that of an OfcTEC 67& Tlnlng Filter Ampli-
fier. Th* time constants o*. each filter were adjusted
for equal detector system sl>nal-to-noise performance.
The advantage of the symmetrical response filter for
high rat* counting Is clearly *?14cnt.

The response of the preamplifier to an Impulse of
charge (1 x 10s electron*) la shown is Fig. 10. The
measured output signal shape correspond* to that of tvo
cascaded Integrator* with - I nt tLaa cons cant which la
consistent with the ainlmum shaping ciae requirement*
of th* following filter*. The aeaauwd Input aqulvaleat
nol** charge for th* preamplifier with translator* and
operating currents illustrated In Fig. 7 tot u unipolar
Gaussian weighting (MM • 10 nt) and •« added
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capacitance of 10 pF Is ~ 1700 electrons. The measure-
ment la In reasonable agrawuat with th* value calcu-
lated uatng relationships (13) and (14) (1300 electrons).
Figures II(a) and 11(b) illustrate tha response of a
detector ayataai Co Cu K x-ray*. Tha gas proportional
chaabet la Xe-filled at ooa aeaospiere. Figure 11 (a)
shows tha response of tha systea without shortening
filter to an alactrleal Impulse of chars* Injaetad Into
th« preaaplifier Input (bright traca) and that dua to
tha x-ray*. Figure 11(b) •hows th« iaproved raspons*
obcainad by including tha shortening filtar. D M bright
traea again is dua to injaetad altetrical signal and 11-
lustratas tha bipolar weighting of tha filtar and tha
shortening of tha chaaber signal* achieved. Tha signal
charge froa the chamber was, In each case, 106 electrons
(integrated over 1 usec).
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Fig. 1. Calculated output currant and charge for
a cylindrical gcoaetry proportional
counter for a point ionizatlon as de-
scribed in relation (1).

Cj4

H #2

- . e i i

14© lse
t/te

Fig. 2. Calculated difference between the function
h(t)-l/(l+c/t0) and the SUB of three ex-
ponential decoaposition, e(t).

POLE/ZERO NETWORK
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v , M ( t ) >

Fig. 3. Pole/xero network with response £{T) m

P*i where T , k



SEMI-GAUSSIAN INTEGRATOR

•t/r?

Fig. 4 (a) Calculated response of th* chaaber output
convolued with two integrations of time
constant equal to, tQ.

Fig. i(b) Output resr>snsa of tha first pola/zero
work to t'.w signal of Fig. 4(a).

net-

•IM

Fig. 5. IIlustration ot cascaded integrators
foned by COMBOH bate transittori
operating with c-mmaa bias current
consrolled resistors and fixed
capacitors.

Fig. -i(c) Output response o£ the second pole/zero net-
work to the signal of Fig. 4<b).
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Fig. 6. SchttUtlc dUgrai of the higfc speed
SMil-Gauaalan integrator with
shortening f i l ter .
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7. SclMMtle dl«|TM of
th«

Fit. »• fhotbftraph of th«
lustraclnc th« coMtructios ustag
50T-23 cranilitora. IBBWC. Mat aa4
p<M*r coaaMct&oan at th* right •mt,
output coaawctloB ac l*tt aaat of board.
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(a)

Fit,. 9. lapulae response of th* jeai-Gausslaa
shortening zi l ter .

(b)

Fig, 10. Comparison of th« lapulse response of tha
seal-Gaussian f i l ter amplifier and OMCC
47i aapllflac illustrattng eh* advantage
of the ayaawtrlcal rciponaa for high rate
counting and auletpla i l^.al recognition.

Fig. 12(a) attpoosc of a X«-filled chaatbar-praa^lifiar-
Gauaaian iacagrator to Cu K x-rays aad to a
iapula* of charge injected at the pre-
aaplifUr input (bright trace).

Fig. 12 (b) Response of systeai with shortening f i l ter
added. Sot« the unipolar response to
chaster signals and the bipolar response
to Injected charge.

Fig. 11. Pn—sllf iar respoens to a 10s electron
layulsa of


